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Russian lawmakers have assailed Japanese Prime Minister Shinzo Abe’s vow not to displace
Russians living in the strategic group of islands that Tokyo seeks to regain from Russia.

A majority of the Russian public is opposed to returning any of the four islands that ensure
Russia’s naval access to the Western Pacific, known in Japan as the Northern Territories and
in Russia as the Southern Kurils. Moscow has put forward conditions, including a guarantee
that Tokyo will not allow U.S. military deployments on any returned islands, before signing a
World War Two peace treaty.

On Tuesday, Abe told Japan’s TV Asahi broadcaster that a possible transfer of the islands
“should take place with the agreement of Russians living there,” according to a translation by
Russia’s state-run TASS news agency.

https://news.tv-asahi.co.jp/news_politics/articles/000144326.html
https://tass.ru/mezhdunarodnaya-panorama/5970180


Related article: Russia and Japan Could Finally End WWII (Op-ed)

“The transfer of the so-called Northern Territories to Japan is out of the question,” Senator
Frants Klintsevich wrote on Facebook. “This is about the inviolability of Russia’s borders and
its security in broad terms.”

State Duma deputy Anton Morozov told the state-run RIA Novosti news agency that “no
referendums or polls [on the transfer] will be held on the Kuril Islands.”

Abe turned down Putin’s proposal in September to sign the peace treaty as is, repeating
Japan’s stance that the question of sovereignty must be settled first.

In November, Abe said the sides had agreed to speed up negotiations based on a 1956 joint
statement in which Moscow agreed to transfer the two smaller islands to Japan after a peace
treaty was concluded.

Russia, which has strengthened its military presence on the larger islands, said in December it
had built new barracks for troops and planned more facilities for armored vehicles, prompting
a protest from Japan.

Hours later, though, ministers from the two countries met in Tokyo to discuss economic
cooperation.

The Kremlin had said Abe might visit Russia on Jan. 21 as the two countries step up a push to
defuse the territorial dispute that the Japanese prime minister has sought to cement as his
diplomatic legacy.

Reuters contributed reporting to this article.
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